myEGO
for Business Partners
We enable individuals to verify and share their personal data in a clear, secure and convenient way. Our
environment enables businesses to access their clients' personal data without compromising the clients'
sovereignty over their data.

myego.io
hi@myego2go.de

Identity will be the
most valuable commodity for citizens in
the future, and it will
exist primarily online.

ERIC SCHMIDT
Former Executive Chairman of Google

About us
The safe way to satisfied
customers
The future of an individual's personal data
is based on their self-sovereign digital
management

myEGO is a digital, blockchain-based platform for
self-determined identity (SSI)
management, i.e. the user can
control the ownership of his
personal data and determine
to whom and what information should be shared with
third parties.
A person's individual data
points - his identity (e.g. ID
card, driver's license, banking

information, etc.) are verified,
validated or attested by third
parties through the myEGO
platform.
Our understanding is based
on the idea of open, secure
and user-centric ecosystems
- myEGO thus revolutionizes
the customer relationship
between customers and companies through an innovative
and sustainable onboarding

approach.
Multiple uses of (verified) user
data assets can be linked
across ecosystems and services, eliminating data silos.

myEGO
Value Statement
It's about people.
It's about you

The principle:
transparency

Our credo:
keep it simple

Protection: instead of
paper and plastic

Every person is unique. Our conviction: Everyone has the right to manage and protect their own personal
data. That’s why we offer an app in
which everyone can store their digital
self. We made it as simple and secure
as possible so you can piece together the digital identity puzzle for a
better world.

Monetize data? No way! We protect
sensitive information, just like we
would want our own data to be managed. That’s why we neither store nor
read the unique user data (even if we
wanted to, we've built it so we can't!).
By using blockchain technology,
every single read and write process is
traceable, assignable, immutable and
transparent.

We believe everyone should have
secure and easy access to their
personal data. With this in mind, our
most important goal in developing
the myEGO app was to make the
functionality intuitive. With unparalleled commitment, our team has
created a product that strikes the
perfect balance between innovation
and usability.

We use the best technology on the
market. This allows us to provide
the highest level of security through
a system that is decentralized and
encrypted on several levels. This is a
quantum leap for personal data management: and marks an end to paper
and plastic identities. myEGO creates
a world in which organizations and
individuals do not have to document
their identities over and over again.

Technology
Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain Technology to provide a safe environment

Onboarding
We provide an easy onboarding process, quick integration and full support
by our team

App
The myEGO app can be
used as an add-on product; SDK and WebApp for
business partners

Marketing
Business Partners will get
customized advertisment
campaigns to promote
their brand

2019

2020

2021

2022

Our team developed the
idea of a user-centric digital identiy management
platform and created the
first prototype

Rollout of Beta App version, onboarding of first
customers, verification of
data assets and levels
(short KYC/video ident)

Rollout to more European
countries and corss-medial
marketing campaigns, onboarding more customers,
security certification

Further rollout, strong
scalability and implementation of new features into
the app, focus on B2B and
B2C marketing

State-of-the-art technology
The myEGO platform is a decentralized, application-based environment that places
the security of the user at the center of every development. The solutions and
protocols that we adhere to and implement are comprehensive.

myEGO Value Statement
• We never store the clear user data.
• We never read any user data
• By using blockchain technology
verifications are immutable.
• Every data read and write operation is
traceable and signed.
• The user’s data is encrypted and stored
securely, user’s private key is saved on
the device

Products &
Use Cases
myEGO is a platform for self-sovereign
identity management. Consistently, our
solution focuses on the user, rethinking
and developing data management and
processes. With our services, business
partners can implement digital and
smart processes and benefit from an
innovative and sustainable onboarding
approach. Users can easily scan and
verify documents, manage and share data
with connected partners in our mobile
phone application. Thus, we are working
emphatically to deliver more supported
documents in the near future. Here is list
of the next development stages:

•
•
•
•

Digital Identity as a Service
Automotive & Mobility
Insurances
COVID-19

Digital Identity as a Service
As a standard product, we offer classic identity (KYC) and data management.
You can choose from a variety of digital identity services, such as KYC processes with different levels
of verification, and you can decide whether you want to receive individual data transactions or data
combinations (e.g. verified ID card, validated driver’s license and banking information).
In addition, we offer the possibility of implementing a “secure login system” with two or multi-factor
authentication, verified age verification or verified login. We thus extend traditional single sign-on solutions
with verified login processes for more trust and security for your business and your customers.
What we have implemented so far:







Age Verification

@

Verified Email Address

Verified National ID Card
(European Standard)



Verified Passport



Validated driver's licence

Validated documents,
e.g. vaccination record



Data Combinations



Single Data Transactions

Verified Telephone Number

How your business
benefits from myEGO2GO
Our services work for customers from various business types. Here are exemplary use cases.

Automotive & Mobility

Insurances

COVID-19

myEGO’s solution approaches are
focused on three challenges in the
automotive and mobility industry.
These include 1. the revolutionization
of the automotive industry through
the opening of ecosystems and the
concept of digital identity as the
driver of new mobility, 2. the discussion about “ownership” of data in
cars and other mobility vehicles, and
3. the digitization of processes.

The approach of open ecosystems
and the focus on people will enable insurance companies to create
personalized offers in the future.
Through the newly created synergies
between industries, the end customer
can now store various data sets in his
secure “private space” with the help
of myEGO and thus build his own
insurance profile.

Many companies faced major challenges due to the Corona pandemic.
With our solution we would like to
support with regards to digital guest
registration as well as in the organization and management of a digital
vaccination record or test result. We
believe in: fast – paperless – data
protection compliant

Go to use case

Go to use case

Go to use case

we provide four paths for business partners
to work with us








PARTNER PORTAL

APP

API

SDK

Product:

Product:

Product:

Product:

Convenient selfsign-up and verified
login enable
documentation and
control of contracts
and processes

A customized white
label app solution that
integrates the myEGO
solutions or the use of
the myEGO app.

Fast access to all
important processes with the
myEGO2GO API for
business partners.

The myEGO SDK
reflects all processes and solutions of
myEGO2GO in its own
application.

Use Case:

Use Case:

Use Case:

Use Case:

e.g. COVID use cases,
guest registration
processes

e.g. verifiying account
data; larger company
with full integration

e.g. verifiying account
data; larger company
with full integration

e.g. large corporates,
full integration into
their KYC processes

Go to API

Five Key Points to
success with us
myEGO offers business solutions for companies so that they can concentrate on their
core business, work faster, more efficienty and more securely.
With the myEGO platform, you can securely manage the entire user profile with just one connection – leading to a drastic reduction in identity
fraud (through smart KYC or verified processes,
among others) & less compliance breaches.

LESS IDENTITY THEFT
myEGO is a user-centric digital identity
management platform that leverages
blockchain technology to provide a secure and verified authentication model.

“Bring Your Own Identity” (BYOI) refers to the
idea and goal that verified personal data is
captured once and used multiple times – saving
costs and resources.

NO REPEATED VERIFICATION
PROCESSES
Many processes are innovative, but
not focused on the user. The myEGO
SSI platform puts the user back at the
center.

Building open ecosystems with a strong user-centric approach enables traditional enterprises to develop new ideas, models, and collaborations that pave the way for value-creating
benefits.

BUSTING LEGACY SYSTEMS
No more hassle managing legacy
systems and their processes – with
our sustainable onboarding approach,
you can link user data assets across
ecosystems and services, eliminating
data silos.

myEGO opts for a balanced approach between
cutting-edge technologies & those tested to
ensure the robustness of our security approach.
Data protection management is implemented for
both data security and secure data exchange.

COMPLIANCE WITH
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
The myEGO platform is a decentralized, application and blockchain-based
environment that prioritizes user security and ensures that data cannot be
tampered with and thus used for digital
identification.

We believe everyone should own their digital
identity. So we developed products and services
that enable a trusted digital customer relationship and ensure an exceptional user experience
where people remain in full control of their data.

SEAMLESS USER JOURNEYS
We ensure seamless user journeys by
sharing personal data inside and outside ecosystems.

3 reasons
Why myEGO
SECURE - USER-CENTERED - FLEXIBLE







SSI - self-organization of the
user

Flexibility & Data mix

Re-using of data

Through our approach of self-sovereign
identity, the user has full control over the
personal data and can determine with
whom and what information he wants to
share with third parties. The individual
data points of a person - the identity (e.g.
identity card, vaccination certificate, etc.)
are verified, validated or attested by a
third third parties through the myEGO
platform - but the process itself is initiated by the user himself. The idea of SSI has
become increasingly important, especially
in the political awareness.

As a startup, we create a flexible and
authentic environment that is visible in
our product development and our customer engagement. We have a proven track
record of rapid and focused development
and are accustomed to fast development
cycles, which gives us more opportunities
to change and grow. This flexibility we
show in every customer project and are
the right company, especially in times like
the Corona pandemic, to react as quickly
as possible to changing environments.

One thing that makes us unique from
other competitors is that once entered,
the data can be reused at any time. The
multiple use of (verified) user data sets
can be linked across ecosystems and
services, thus eliminating data silos. In this
way, we do not want to deliver one-off
products or services, but above all sustainable ones.

Partner & Supporters
finleap - Business Partner & Company Builder
Dr. Florian Resatsch, Chief Build Officer (CBO) finleap: "We are very pleased to welcome The Ego Company to our portfolio, an innovative
company that is highly versatile thanks to its unique blockchain technology and product. Digital ID not only makes countless identification
processes easier for users, but also serves as an important component on the business side for the development of new platforms within
other industries. Especially in the real estate sector, there are many possible applications for this type of product".

CK Venture Capital GmbH - Investor
Katja Ruhnke: "„We invest in startups that contribute to a better future. myEGO‘s idea of self-sovereign identity will help protect personal
user data in the digital space in the long run. This is one of the visionary ideas that will have a lasting impact on our lives.“

Further Cooperations & Memberships

Awards

The Ego Company GmbH
Pappelallee, 78/79
10437 Berlin
Germany

Phone: +49 800 9999 347
Email: hi@myego2go.de

